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TV subscriptions and licence fees

Note: We do not have OTT/streaming data for the full period 2014  –2019 for the following countries: Greece, Hong Kong, Indonesia, Kenya, Pakistan, the Philippines, Romania, Taiwan  
and Vietnam. As this makes direct comparisons difficult, we have not included those countries in this chart 

Lower growth in both TV subscription revenue and total electronic home video OTT/
streaming revenue 
Larger mature markets, including the US, are seeing lower-than-average growth in both OTT video and subscription  
TV revenue. However, this in some cases is due to a relatively mature OTT video sector, whose growth between  
2014 and 2019 will necessarily be less steep than markets where OTT services were slower to develop. This also  
applies to the TV subscription markets, with countries such as Sweden being mature, with little room for growth  
among new subscribers.
Note: Markets where TV subscription revenue is growing at a CAGR of less than 3% to 2019, and where total electronic home video OTT/streaming  
revenue is growing at a CAGR of less than 30% to 2019
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Higher growth in TV subscription revenue, lower growth in total electronic home video 
OTT/streaming revenue
In some developed markets, there is still room for above-average growth in TV subscription revenue, especially  
in mature but competitive markets such as the UK, where multi-play operators have been adding TV services to  
their bundles. This quadrant also reflects the continued aspirational appeal of subscription TV to rapidly growing  
middle-class audiences in countries such as China and India.
Note: Markets where TV subscription revenue is growing at a CAGR of 3% or more to 2019, and where total electronic home video OTT/streaming revenue  
is growing at a CAGR of less than 30% to 2019

Lower growth in TV subscription revenue, higher growth in total electronic home 
video OTT/streaming revenue
In certain mature TV markets, including South Korea and the Netherlands, OTT video’s above-average growth  
is coinciding with lower-than-average growth in TV subscription services, suggesting that in such markets OTT 
service providers are proving more successful, relatively, than traditional TV providers at catering for evolving 
audience needs around video.
Note: Markets where TV subscription revenue is growing at a CAGR of less than 3% to 2019, and where total electronic home video OTT/streaming  
revenue is growing at a CAGR of 30% or more to 2019
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Global TV and video market, segmented by rate of growth in 
TV subscription revenue, and rate of growth in total electronic 
home video OTT/streaming revenue, 2014  –2019 A mix of countries enjoy complementary growth in both  

TV subscription and OTT/streaming

Higher growth in both TV subscription revenue and total electronic home video OTT/
streaming revenue
In certain key emerging markets, including Mexico and South Africa, with a growing middle-class audience willing  
and able to pay for TV content, TV subscription and OTT/streaming are both growing at above-average levels. OTT  
video services in these territories are generally seen as a complement to TV subscription services rather than a 
substitute. In Ireland, Italy and Portugal, meanwhile, TV subscription revenue is recovering after a difficult time in  
the aftermath of recession, on top of their fast-developing OTT/streaming markets.
Note: Markets where TV subscription revenue is growing at a CAGR of 3% or more to 2019, and where total electronic home video OTT/streaming  
revenue is growing at a CAGR of 30% or more to 2019 
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Methodology note: Each market’s location within the quadrant is calculated by assessing their average growth rate in TV subscription revenue between 2014 and 2019,  
then dividing the markets in terms of the average growth rate in electronic home video OTT/streaming revenue between 2014 and 2019

Outlook insights: An analysis of the Global entertainment and media outlook: 2015 –2019


